




BRITISH COLUMBIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Please reply tos VANCOUVER, B.C.

Department of Chemistry,
University of British Columbia,
Tancouver 8, B.C., Canada.

August 1, 1957,

Dre. Robert Wiener,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.,
Jo Se Ae

Dear Ire Wiener:

The Academy is attempting to draw up a list of distinguished scientists
who would be prepared to visit Vancouver and address the members on a subject
related to the speaker's research interests. As progrem chairman for the
Academy it is my pleasant duty to write and enquire whether you would be
interested in receiving a specific invitation at a later date.

Briefly the situation is as follows. The invited lecturer would be
expected to give an evening address of about one hour's durstion to members of
the Academys Members are drawn from the biological, physical and social
sciences and the audience might number from twentyfive to one hundred. We
would like you to describe some aspect of cybernetics but the precise scope
of your talk is of your own choosinge It would be quite in order if you
wished to discuss a controversial topic as we should enjoy the mental
stimlatione

We would not presume to ask you to come this distance only for =
one hour talk but we know that there are on the campus several departments
and individuals who would welcome the chance of informal discussions with
yous For that reason we would hope that you could spend at least two days
dN OUr CampuSe

The membership of the Academy is largely drawn from the university
and for this reason meetings are only held between October and April. We
realize, of course, that this is also your own academic year but we hope that
you may be able to spare a few days away. The Academy would pay your expenses
&gt;ut like most academic bodies it has a limited purse. If you should be
contemplating accepting invitations from other universities in the west
perhaps we might be able to share the cost of transport with these other
hodies.

Would you be kind enough to consider the above proposal and if it
is agreeable, to let me know a tentative date(s) when it would be convenient
for you to come.

Yours sincerely,

GSD: sb

(GS. Boke.
Je Ge Se Dutton,
Program Chairman



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

274 West Engineering

August 1, 1957

Professor N. Wiener
Jepartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sembridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

[ imagine that it is rather late in the day to
neke such a request, but I would appreciate it if
you could send me copies of any reprints you have
on Tauberian theorems. In particular, I would be
very grateful if you could spare a copy of your
famous paper which appearsd in the Annals around
1933 eo

Sincerely yours,

ON. Selig
F. W. Gehring

Pwg/mb
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Or. Norbert Wiener,
lassachusotts Institute of Pechnology,
Cambridre, Mass.

Dear S4p -=

My excuse for writing vou is that in ths preface to your
book, "I am a mathematician," you intimsts a hope that non-mathematdi-
clans may find the book interesting and reasonably comprehsnsible,
I do find it intere~ting, though I certainly am not a mathematician.
[ am a writer, and your book is well written: it has the elements,
She essentials, of good writing.

Now 1 should like to ask a question relating to wour
scientific work, though 1 fear that my almost unsullisd ignorance
of the subject may prevent me framing it intelligibly. Or perhaps
1t 13 iust nonsense anvhow.

You rafer to the Brownian motion as be ing of peculiar
Interest to you; and you describe it in terms of collisions of particles
In constant rardom motion, irrcgular motion, disordsr. You then refer
50 "idealizing" the motion. I think, or hops, I understand that -- e. g
as 1 suppose one might think of "ideal" motion as motion without
friction though all actual motion that we know does havs friction.
My dCuestion is this, could one conceive of the Brownisn motion in
rather the opposite terms, neglecting the collisions? That is, could
one conceive the "ideal Brownian motion as motion of equal particles
all eqluidistant from one another at squal zpzmd velocity in all
directions =--and thus not collidin~ . 11% The "neglected" collisions
rould then rave to be regarded as a =X caused by the actual
impingement of other forces. =-- If this question is quite absurd, I
Juess it should be neglected, though it may be equivalent to a riss in
temperature in the 1dsal scisntist. sut I ama sking it serionsly;
and my interest in the subject derives from a prior interest in
"cause and chance" in the universe. I have enjoyed vour book, and
now I must go back and secure a copy of "Ex=-Prodigy:" I feel sure it
is worth reading. Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Isabel Paterson
‘ ye

wr

=

P. 3S.
Ng  CE

Prrhaps I should have said that I had réid of ths Brownian motion
before, and thought of thls question but knew no one competent
to answer or dismiss it. I did ask an electronic research man,

ut he said he could not imagine edCual particles equidistant from

me another and moving at equal velocity in gqual dirs chlions. It seems
0 me that I can imagine it, though only by "neglecting a propeTtiEs

=  he particles axcapt velocity == rather a msthamatical propos ition.
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 ij NEW ENGEAND CHAPTER, INC.

c/o BRODIE INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS, INC.

\_ 50 Commercial Street Malden 8, Massachusetts MA 2-1/410

OFFICERS
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£. S. Westervelt
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August 2, 10957

Prof, Norbert Weiner
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Prof. Weiner:

Bob Davies, Vice President of Clark Equipment Company,
Battle Creek, Michigan mentioned your connection with
"Cybernetics' and General Electric's application of
this new principal to Scientific Management,

I would appreciate it very much if you would be our guest
speaker at the University Club, Boston, Massachusetts
on Tuesday, January 21, 1958. I think it would be most
interesting if you would develop a theme along the line
of General Electric's Scientific Management approach,
We will probably have 100 guests, Cocktails and dinner
at 5:00 P.M, and the guest speaker goes on at 8:00 P.M,

Please advise if you will accept, and honorarium accept=
able to you,

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter,

A. .Geisenhainer
Program Chairman

NG/eal

of ids
. af /
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AUG 2 1957

Prof. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth, New Hampshire

Dear Prof. Wiener:

The enclosure is
vith your verbal request

forwarded in accordance

Very truly yours,

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
EL SEGUNDO DI{ISION

WA: va

Encl (1)

4 A , Heinemann

Encineer

Manuscript, "A Generalized Learning-Machine,"
5y Robert J. Lee.



NICOLAS SCHOFFER

August 2, 1957

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Center Sandwich

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Wiener:

I am writing to you upon the recommendation of Mr. Charles B. Stoll,
Editor of John Willey &amp; Sons Inc. I am a sculptor from Paris. I have
been studying your work for a long time and I think that your contribution
to the present development of our civilization is very significant and
one of the most important events in history.

Indeed you have broken down the barriers against knowledge and have
opened wonderful paths and unlimited possibilities, even for art.

As a matter of fact, I have tried for many years to apply cybernetics
in art and to incorporate this principle in my creations and concepts.
(Please find enclosed a booklet with the text of one of my conferences
at the Sorbonne in this respect.)

I am applying the cybernetic principle in two ways. First I have applied
this principle by providing my sculpture with an electronic system which
I did in Paris with the help of the Companv Phillips.

Three years ago, I built in Paris a sculpture, 50 m high, which is static
out produces music electronically. As a matter of fact, it produces
sounds caused through percussion of its metallic parts, recorded and
arranged electronically. These sound are being recomposed and formed
in a absolutely unexpected manner according to changes in the athmos-
phere, such as sound, color, light, heat etc. owing to an electronic
brain furnished with a safety switch.

Furthermore, I have made an entirely mobile, autonomous sculpture,
3m high with an improved system of the electronic fox type. This
sculpture has participated alone at several performances at the Sarah
Bernhardt Theatre, the Festival International du Théitre in Marseilles,
on the roof of the Cité Radieuse at the Festival d'Avant Garde, in a

ballet with human dancers and recently in Ereux at an experimental
abstract performance.

The second possibility is may be even more interesting if, as I hope,
it is in accordance with your concepts.

With extremely simple means I have succeeded to obtain from a



page 2

spatiodynamic sculpture, as per photos in the enclosed booklet, pictures.
static or in movement which are abstract pictures in all possible combi-

nations, of absolute geometry to the '"tachism' in indefinite always
varied number. I have achieved this effect with a projector as used in

theaters and a turning base.

With two movements I can obtain as many as 10 million pictures per

minute and with three movements up to 50 million pictures per minute
These pictue s never repeat and with electronic control the sculpture
can produce pictures for centuries in unlimited numbers without

repetitions.

Apologizing for this long introduction I would like to come to the point.
 am at present in New York thanks to the support which I received from
a big industrialist, Mr. L.M. Gelb. I, therefore, can conduct on a

large scale research work concerning the synthesis between art and
cybernetics, but I have also come here to meet you if this should be
possible and would not be too much to ask. I would be happy to hear
your opinion on these problems.

[ would be extremely glad if you could grant me the favor of an inter-
view at your earliest convenience. In the meantime Isend you my
best regards and the expression of my admiration for your exceptional
vork.

Sincerel RX
‘uP

)

NN
P.S. Ilive in New York at the following address:

Fifth Avenue Hotel
24 5th Ave

[ will be able to meet you wherever it is most convenient for you.
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COUPON

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Business Office
Mt. Royal &amp; Guilford Aves., Baltimore 2, Md., U. S. A.

rn

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Professor N Wiener BSC
Mass Institute of Technology
Cambridge Mass

iL ba h

JATE

Volume 2 $6.00
(Jan-0Oct 1957)

Payable in U. S. Funds

Professor N Wiener BSC
Mass Institute of TechnologyCambridge Mass

—  |
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WABASH COLLEGE

CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

tugust 3, 1957

Dear Dr, Wiener:

I write this letter to fellow up the telephone conversation
which we had the other day concerning the possibility of
jour participating in a symposium at labash College on
Jetober 10.

First, let me express the hope that you remember me as
the person who persuaded you to visit liabgsh a few years
ago when I was Dean of the College here. Last year I be-
came the President of Wabash and my predecessor is now
Chairman of the Board of Trustees. I mention all of this
mly to make it clear that there are a number of things
I am trying to do in the early stages of my new role at
Jabash and the symposium about which I telephoned you
relates to one of these efforts. It would be enormously
nelpful to me, therefore, as well as to the college if
[ could persuade you to help us in the program I am about
“0 describe.

de are observing this fall the 125th anniversary of the
founding of our college. As a part of this celebration
our Board of Trustees has arranged for a special convoca-
tion on October 11 which will be oriented primarily to
business and industrial friends of the college. Alfred
Sloan, the Chairman of the Board of General Motors, Frank
Abrams, the Chairman of the Board of Standard Oil of New
Jersey, and Irving Olds, the Chairman of the Board of
C. S. Steel, will be our guests on that day. Each of
them will make a brief statement concerning the importance
of industrial financial support of private higher education,
a movement in which these three men have been leaders, and
Wwe shall confer upon them honorary degrees. This will be
an interesting and important occasion for us and for the
State of Indiana and I feel good about the program. The
smphasis on business, however, causes me to strain a
little harder than I normally would to have an accompany-
ing program in October of equal stature where the emphasis
is primarily intellectual and academic. I have proposed,
therefore, that we have a symposium on October 10 with
someone of distinction representing each of the three
major divisions of our curriculum -- science, humanities,
and social studies. It would be my hope that each partici-
pant in this symposium would use the occasion of the 125th
anniversary of a liberal arts college as a point of departure



Dr. Wiener August 3, 195%

to say whatever he might care to say about the importance
of his particular area in the education of free people
ond perhaps speculate on some of the possibilities and
limitations of this kind of education in the rest of
this century. I believe I explained to you that I am
nopeful of having David Riesman speak for the social
sciences and Jaques Barzun or someone comparable to him
to speak for the humenities.

To this symposium we would invite representatives from
our sister institutions in this general area and I am
confident that we would have a good response. Quite
apert from the academic guests who might come here, I
am sure this would be an exciting program for our oun
faculty and student body and after all these are the
people in whom I am primarily interested.

I realize that this is very short notice and I know
that the pressure on your time is great. Nevertheless,
[ hope you will find it possible to accept the invita-
tion which TI an extending to you. Our honorarium would
be $500 and we would, of course, cover all of your travel
expenses. If you do not object to flying, you could come
to Indianapolis on the evening of the 9th and return on
the evening of the 10th. The exact time of the symposium
and how 1t should be organized and conducted we could
arrange to suit your convenience and the convenience of
the other two men who would be participating in the
nregram.,

I do hope you will come, Iveryone who was here when you
visited us before remembers the value of your brief stay
with us and shares my enthusiasm at the prosvect of a
return visit,

Yours sincere’,

MY  
 Z
 1ppe  t

7

 

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Center Sandwich, N. H,
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GRINNELL COLLEGE
GRINNELL, IOWA

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT August 6, 1957

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

We are looking forward with pleasure to your visit to Grinnell for our
Convocation of October 25-27,

I am enclosing a copy of the tentative program with your own part indicated
by red pencil marks, You will note that we have scheduled your address for
9:15 AM, on Friday, October 25, The honorary degree will be awarded on
Sunday, October 27, at 2:00 P.M, I hope these arrangements are satisfactory,
If not, please feel free to offer any suggestions,

As soon as possible, we should appreciate receiving from you:

1, The time of your arrival and departure, and your mode of travel,
You are cordially invited to attend as many of the sessions as
your time will permit.

2. The persons, if any, who will be travelling with you,

3s The title of your address,

is A copy of your address by October 15,

5. A biographical statement (if you wish to supplement the biography
in Who's Who).

6 A glossy picture. (If possible we should appreciate having 6 prints,
We shall be glad to pay for these, or if you wish, you may order them
from vour photographer and have the bill sent to us.)

fe Your height, weight, and head size so that we can supply a proper cap
and gown, (If you have your own academic garb and wish to bring it,
vou are of course free to do so.)

We shall provide housing for you if you wish, I am enclosing a brief memo-
randum on transportation to Grinnell,

If you have any questions about arrangements, please feel free to call on us,
We greatly appreciate your coming to Grinnell College.

Yours sincerely,

fora   . [Bsr
Howard R. Bowen
President

HRB:ms
“nclosures



Grinnell College August 6, 1957

Autumn Convocation, October 24-27

Tentative Program

Thursday, October 24

4:00 P.M, Coffee Hour

Discussion of Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe

Chairman: James Jacobson, student chairman of the
convocation,

Panel members: Professors Curtis B. Bradford, Ned Donahoe,
and Richard D. Meyer, of the Grinnell faculty
and Burrill Phillips, Professor of Music,
University of Illinois.

8:00 P.M, Play: Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe,
directed by Ned Donahoe with special music
composed by Burrill Phillips, and played
by Elbert Smith, organist.

Friday, October 25

2:45 AM, Symposium: Science and American Culture

Greetings: President Howard R. Bowen

Chairman: Mason Ladd '20, Dean, College of Law,
University of Iowa, and general chairman
of convocation.

Address:

Jdress:

Discussion

William G. Pollard, Executive Director,
Dak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies,
and ordained clergyman of the Protestant
Episcopal church.

Norbert Wiener, Professor of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
author of Cybernetics; The Human Use of
Human Beings; and Ex-Prodigy.

Panel: Professors Joseph D, Danforth,
Wayne B. Denny, and Guillermo Mendoza of
Jrinnell College with Dr, Pollard, Professor
Wiener, and Dean Ladd.



2:00 PyM. Symposium: American Literature and Art

Chairman: R. Homer Norton, Dean of Grinnell College.

\ddress:

Address:

Perry Miller, Professor of American Literature,
Harvard University, and author of The Puritans;
The New England Mind; and Jonathan Edwards.

James Johnson Sweeney, art historian and critic,
and Director, Guggenheim Museum of New York,
(Note: A collection of modern paintings from
the Guggenheim Museum will be exhibited during
the convocation,)

3:45 P.M, Coffee Hours

An Hour with Perry Miller

Chairman: Tom Skornia, President of Friars.

Panel Members: Charles H., Foster, Charles G. Cleaver,
Alan R, Jones, and William Reese all of the
faculty of Grinnell College.

An Hour with James Johnson Sweeney

Chairman: Mary Winn Risser, President of Mortar Board.

Panel Members: Professors Curtis B, Bradford,
Richard Cervene, and Paul Kuntz of the Grinnell
faculty, and Professor Lester D, Longman,
chairman of the Department of Art, University
of Iowa.

A Recital of Modern Music

Participating: Professors Horace Alwyne, Betty Crossley,
Norman Goodbrod, Richard Howe, and Don Jones
of the Grinnell faculty, and Burrill Phillips,
Professor of Music, University of Illinois.

B:30 P,M, Musical program: Todd Duncan and Theresa Green,
distinguished concert artists with Professor
Richard Howe, pianist, and the Grinnell
College Choir under the direction of
Profes=or Don Jones.



Saturday, October 26

2:00 A.M, Symposium:

Chairman:

Address:

Address:

Discussion

The Individual in an Age of Organizations

Joseph N, Welch 'lly, lawyer, Honorary
chairman of the convocation.

David Riesman, Professor of Social Science,
University of Chicago, and author of The Lonely
Crowd; Faces in the Crowd; Thorstein Veblen;
and Individualism Reconsidered.

William H. Whyte, Jr., Assistant Managing Editor,
Fortune Magazine, author of The Organization Man;
Is Anybody Listening?; Why Do People Buy? and
many articles,

Panel: Liston Pope, Dean of the Yale Divinity
School; James A. Pike, Dean of the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine, New York; and Mr. Riesman,
Mr, Whyte, and Mr. Welch,

11:00 A.M, Chairman: Joseph N, Welch

12:00 AM,

Address: Edward R, Murrow, Radio and television reporter,
news analyst, and program director, Columbia
Broadcasting System.

Parents! Luncheons

Parents! luncheon (parents of men)

Chairman:

Greetings:

Address:

John W. Norris '25, President, Lennox
Industries, Marshalltown, Iowa, and President
nf the Board of Trustees of Grinnell College.

James Hautzinger, President of the Council
3f House Presidents.

Neal W. Klausner, Miller Professor of
Philosophy, Grinnell College.

Parents! luncheon (parents of women)

Chairman: John R. Heath, lawyer, Chicago, Trustee of
Grinnell College, and Program Chairman of
the convocation.

Greetings:

Address:

Mary Emily Hannah, President of the Women's
League Board.

Jarold L. Clapp, Professor of Modern Foreign
Languages, Grinnell College.



2:15 P,M, Football

1:30 P.M. President's reception for parents

5:00 P.M, Alumni Dinner

Chairman: Dick Ullrich '32, President of the Alumni
Association,

Presentation of Alumni citations, John W. Norris !25.
President of the Board of Trustees.

Address:

3:30 P.M, Play:

Gardner Cowles, President, Cowles Magazines;
President, Des Moines Register and Tribune;
Publisher and Editor, Look,

Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe

Inc.

9:00 P,M., Dance

Sunday, October 27

2:00 A,M, College church

Preacher: James A. Pike, Dean of the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, New York, former lawyer, and author
of Beyond Anxiety; Doing the Truth; The Church,
Politics, and Society; and other books.

10:30 A.M, College church

Preacher: Liston Pope, Dean of the Yale Divinity School,
author, Millhands and Preachers, former editor,
Social Action, associate editor, Christianity
and Crisis.

2:00 P.M. Academic Convocation

Address: Joseph N. Welch '1l, lawyer, army counsel in
Army-McCarthy hearings.

Awarding of honorary degrees



fucust 6, 1957
Transnortation

to and from Grinnell, lowa

The following information is to help you plan your trip to Grinnell.
The exact times are as of Aupust 1 and may change before October,

Grinnell is on the main line of the Rock Island Railroad *etween
Chicago and Denver, Trains fron Chicago run on the following schedule,

Lv, Chicago
2:C" PM

5
1G

Ar. Grinnell

6:19 Poli
10:30 P.1-
Bs ..

This train carries modern sleeping cars to Des loines on which
passengers may remain until 8:00 AY, It is necessary to change
at Des l'oines for Grinnell leaving Des loines at 7:15 A.M. and
arriving at Grinnell at 8:17 A.lL

Lv. Grinnell

3:02 P-L
[A
pe

AT. Chicago
1:15 PI,
B30 P.1,
5sC 7
39s50

%#This train carries modern sleeping cars to Chicago on which
passengers may remain until 7:00 A. Sleeping car service is
not available on Saturdays.

There is no air line service to Grinnell, The nearest
hy United Air Lines to Des Moines. If you come by air, we
plane in Des Moines. The present schedule is as follows:

(Midway airpart)lv, Chicago (Chicago time) Ar,Des Moines
7:15 A.M, 8352

10:15 A.M, 1
11:40 A.Mo 12:47
1:5 Pol, 3:1h
3325 P.M, lye
3300 Por - 8 
83s50 5 10:%°
9:05 10:1]

12:00 1:

service is
can meet your

P. xto
2, Me

Lv, Des Moines

(except Sun.)
(Sun, mv)
, fmon-

Ar, Chicago (Midway airport)
(Chicago time)

9-28
9:25

11:35
12:10

Hr210
 5
7:10

12110

5325 Aol
6300 A.
3:05 A
9:35 A.

11:10 A,
1:05 P.M,
2210 P.M
5:05 PM
2:10 PI,

‘except Sat.)
except Sat.)
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Room 8-203, Mel «Ta 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts,
August 6, 1957,

Yr. V., Ramanujan,
91 Oriental Hotel,
Darshanl Gate,
Pshra Dun, Indis.

Dear Mr, Ramanujan:

Professor Norbert Wiener has referred to me your
letter to hlm of July 18, which had been forwarded to
nim at his summer place in South Tamworth, New Hampshire.

I understand that you would like to take an advanced
course of study in elther applied optics or applied physics
at some Unlveralty in the States. Unfortunately, there 1s
not at this time s very wide cholce here in either of these
flelds because Physics Departments generally are so concen-
trated on modern physics (nuclear physics, quantum mechanics,
3501id state physics, ete.). If your preference 1s for ap-
plied optics, I would suggest that you get in touch with the
Institute of Optics at the University of Rochester in
lochester, New York. If you are interested more in applied
ohysics, I would suggest the Johns Hopkins University in
3altimore, Maryland. You could possibly find advanced
courses in applied optics at Johns Hopkins, but I think the
Unlverslty of Rochester 1s to be preferred ln that particu-
lar srea,

Jery truly yours,

Arthur C. Hardy
Professor of Optics

and Photeogzraphy
ACH:RB
Air Mall

ne Norbert Wiener
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DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC..
— TADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22

MURRAY HILL 8-5300

August 6, 1957

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

Mr. Epstein is now away on his vacation, but
he will be pleased to have your lelter on
his return. Meanwhile, we look forward to
receiving your manuscript.when it is finished.
You will be hearing from Mr. Epstein as ‘soon
as he returns later in August.

Sincerely yours,

2 IEA AN

Jane D, Miller
ANCHOR BOOKS

 Lod -r



No amewt/v vy,

THE UNITED STATES EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION

IN INDIA

TELEGRAMS: USEFI
TELEPHONE: 44018

44023

17, CURZON ROAD

NEW DELHI

Fe. 4182

Mr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire, USA

Dear Mr, Wiener:

As I have succeeded Dr. Thoburn in this office, I am answer-
ing your letter to her dated July 20, 1957.

Dr. P. Masani applied two years ago for a travel grant
and then withdrew his application for he could not go then.
We hope to announce our grants for 1958-59 véry.shortly and I
will present Dr. Masani's application to the National Advisory
tommittee if he applies again for a travel grant.

Ath good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Colo  Karoo
Olive I. Reddick
xecutive Secretary

BR;rps
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August 8, 1957

SoDpD

Summer address:
Sout Tamworth
New Hamnshire
‘august 5, 1057

fr. Carvel Collins, Professor of English
Department of Humanities
Jassachusetts Institute of Technology
Jembridee “0. Massachusetts

Degay . Crile

TI have done no more work on the periodic analysis
of prose style. It is &amp; subject to which I shell be
glad to return in the future, but other and more vressing
natters are consuming mv time at present

 il 

rep

Norbert Wiener
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August 13%,1957

Dear Norbert,

Summer is with us to relax in a cool shade
and &amp;€o appreciate sunshine on the beach. Bach of
our children is enjoying &amp;ts own program for summer
I'he eldest is working at a Ford agent to see the
latest and best card. ihe second son is visiting
relatives one after another in Kobe and Kyoto, and
the youngest one of nine years old is appreciating
hospitality at his uncle's near the sea.at Kamakura.
Asako and myself are making the best of hot days
inolokyo with our daughter, Reiko.

We shall be very happy to hear how you and
Margaret are enjoying summer in New Hampshire. In
June the translation of your "Cybernetics" finally
appeared with your photograph taken at the Hilltop
Hotel and a preface fob the Japanese edition. At the
end of the book I wrote a concluding note in which
lL acknowledgedyour cooperation and preface, and also
kindness by Raisbeck for his lending me his own copy
for reference.

The first issue was 1,500 copies and the
second issue was 500 in July. The reviews on the
translation are very gracious. The translation of
your "The human use of human beings' reached 11,500
copies last April,1957.

As for the publication of your "Cybernetics
nine years after" the Kinokuniya Bookstore is rather
slow in its undertaking.

Last night Dr. and Mrs. Harold L.Hazen left
Haneda after 8 weeks in Japan; studying shrines and
temples occupied most of their time, it seems.

Vith our best wishes to you both,

Sincerely,

2

{



Shikao Ikehara  RI 1-22 Shimizucho, MegurofR aus 1
Tokyo, Japan  5 PM 
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wy DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

WASHINGTON 25. D. C. IN REPLY REFER TO

ONR :1,55 : MAT, :cav
13 August 1957

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Nr. Wiener:

I regret that you will be unable to attend the Fifth Annual Human
Engineering Conference. Also, I am sorry that the form letter sent
out on 22 July was disturbing. The form letter was used for two
reasons: (1) to cut down paper work and (2) to meet the require-
ments of the Navy relative to classified meetings. However, I
realize the incongruity of such an invitation to an individual.

Sincerely yours,

&lt; ot th tse en. CaM

MAX W, LUND, Head
ingineering Psychology Branch



WABASH COLLEGE

CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

August 13, 1957

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I am delighted with your note of August 9.
As soon as I have completed arrangements
with the other participants in the program
for the 10th of October, I shall write you
again about the details of the program,
your travel plans, etc. Meanwhile, your
acceptance encourages me to believe that
our program will be a most happy and
beneficial one for the Wabssh community.

Yours sink yy / AL
 . 7 &gt; wy
B. K. yA

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth, New Hampshire
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Lorre in connletlor until the bhoolz ies “urther alo,
and I reenert your indulmence in welling until I con
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Many thanks for your letter of furaert 14. As vou will ros, I a sendine
you the manuscrist. Cf courre I should like to rend you oo clesncr coy Tor
firal nublicetion, but whet you hnve hera is quite in chase Tor you to nnrn
a. judement unon it. I don't went to undertone the definitive revicion until
I have cone Imouledre of your criticise and witches in cree var should aet
favorably von it.

I am retaining tuo carbons. Thie mernrs thet veu ere free to shou the
nonuscrint around withont an evrreocivae Pane thei it 1 *rretrievably
tact.

If you think that there are any poses “ies of dreratization, I shonld
lize to mow. T am thorourhly eswere thet oley line f- a hirhly technicnl
job ans thet I don't even know the elements of it. I shall thercfore hove
to collohorete with soreons who is e nrofeseional in the forme. It ie Tor
thie reocon that I have vritten more than a bore eecensrio, ro that vhoever
rirbt core to collaborzte with me nirht hove an clonr indicrtlnn, net only
0 the role of the characters in the »lay, bul o” my conec~t oa” their inner
aririnere ond   ep mum

I have rone over the menurcerint with Lovis 7. Norliers, a neir-hkhor and
old friend o” mine who wor an eogincer wiih the “merry nen-le ot rhout the
dante covere' by thir storve The Snerry neo-le are thre Avwericen Tir who
in thore days worked ia wihal war mori nearly the “iecls oo control which I
describes re. Corliee acrures me thet far Pro» exasrerctine the sluldurcery
in thet sort of eurinsering wor in his tise, I have delinitely underalayed
its croconeees ond brutelitve To Tinde the hoelrrournd avthentiec and convincinee.

I heve ales rone over a nart of the renues riot vith oy old frisnd
Prnle - “horlea tennebecle of the Univerecity © Louvain. Merreboclt vorlsed
vo hee Todn the marly deavtinag nnd Ae    en        
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the en~inecerins atrnosnhiere of the tire, oreover, he hnc shared with ne
my inicrect in Oliver Yesviride, and character efter wires © 0m modeled

Yoodbury. Ue finde my deccrintion of Voodburyl!s charecter
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ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

August 19, 1957

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Would you be interested in participating next spring in a symposium
on The College Professor? The faculty of Wayne State University will
sponsor it and has strongly recommended your name. I hope you will be
able to accept our invitation.

The purpose of the symposium is to present for the students, the
faculty, and the community a group of four or five distinguished professors
who will read and discuss papers on the worth, dignity, and pleasure of
teaching. Our idea is that each man will talk about his problems, his
rewards, his attitudes, his values, and in this way will bring into focus
a true picture of the college professor. The faculty feels that even our
students have only a partial picture and that for many people the profession
remains largely unknown. Indeed, the sub-title of the symposium might even
he The Unknown Profession.

This program is not to be aimed, however, at the recruitment of college
teachers. At most, the sparkle from the symposium may help young men and
women to make up their minds. It is aimed soley at presenting the sorrows
and joys, frustrations and hopes, limitations and opportunities of the
profession as you have experienced them in the past and as you envision
them in the future. We believe that out of the ideas and physical presence
of four or five people like yourself a complex living image will be created
which will act as a goal and a stimulus.

It is our thought that the symposium should last two consecutive days.
On one of these you would be asked to deliver a paper on The College Professor.
We hope to have this published by the University Press. We should in any
event like possession of the manuscript. In addition, we hope that each
speaker might meet students and faculty from his own area of interest. To
conclude the two days, we would plan to have the speakers appear together
in a panel discussion.

The honorarium will be $500 plus expenses, $400 to be paid on your
arrival on campus and $100 on the receipt of the manuscript. If you are
interested, please let me know specifying if possible several two-day periods

.. between April 16 and May 6, 1958 when you could come.
* I
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The Council will also be assisted by the Medical Board of
the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy:

Daniel Blain, M.D.
Karl Bowman, M,D.
Kurt Goldstein, M.D.
Bela Mittelmann, M.D.
Wendell Muncie, if.u.
Edward Strecker, M.D.

Dr, Grey Walter's three appearances in New York will be:

October 20: "The Physiology of Personality", a
Sunday seminar at the Postgraduate
Center for Psychotherapy

October 23: "Brain and Behavior", at the New York
Academy of Medicine; Dr, Lawrence S.
Kubie and I will be discussants

Jdctober 31: "The Cybernetic Approsch to Mentality
and Society"

We are asking Dr, Warren McCulloch to join with you in being
a discussant at this meeting. We are eager to have you share and
help create what should be a most fruitful and exciting evening, I
shall hope for an affirmative reply.

Sincerely yours,

Vom HW. Hoel
es)

Paul H. Hoch, M.D.
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POSTGRADUATE CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY

218 East 70 Street, New York 21, N.Y.

Phone: TRafalgar 9-7100

August 16, 1957

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

esr Dr. Wiener:

My colleagues on the Advisory Council of the International
Seminers of the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy and I would be
much honored if you would join us as a discussant when Dr. W, Grey
dalter of Great Britain speaks on the subject "The Cybernetic
Approach to Mentality and Society" at the Carnegie Endowment Inter-
national Center at 8:00 p.m. October 31. We know that you could
nake a brilliant contribution to this seminar, which will be held
for an invited group of the top people in this field.

This seminar will be one of three which will be addressed
by Dr. Grey Walter, who is coming to the United States at our
invitation to initiate the International Seminars. The Seminars
are intended to provide a platform at the Postgraduate Center for
Psychotherapy and throughout the U. S. for cutstanding persons from
sbroad who can present new and interesting ideas and approaches
that might be integrated into American psychotherapy. These seminars
vill be given semi-annually under a grant from the Samuel Rubin
Foundation, The Advisory Council for the International Seminars
is 28 follows:

Sxecutive Committee:

Members:

Paul H. Hoch, M.D., Chairman
Molly Harrower, Ph.D.
lewis R. Wolberg, M.D.

francis J. Braceland, M.D.
Frank Fremwont-Smith, M.D.
[ago Geldston, M.D.
Roy Grinker, M.D.
i. Eduerdo Krapf, M.D.
Jules Massermen, M.D.
Margaret Mead, Ph.D.
Fredrick C. Redlich, M.D.
Jarry C. Solomon, M.D.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

274 West Engineering

August 16, 1957

Professor N. Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

hank you for your letter. I resther expected you
vould be out of reprints on Tauberian theorems,
rut I thought I might ask anyway.

[ appreciate your kind offer of help and, though
{ am having no difficulties now, I may write you
in the future.

Recently, I have been considering the boundary
behavior of harmonic functions in a half plane
(or a half space). I was able to obtain converses
of the Fatou theorem using various forms of your
general Tauberian theorem. I enclose a reprint
of one of these papers.

Sincerely yours,

 W Ga
F. We. Gehring

fwg/mb
Enclosure: reprint
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August 15, 1057

Professor Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

It is far more important to have a manuscrint than
an author's questionnaire. Therefore we agree that
the aouestionnaire should be put aside for a while.

Please give Dr. and Mrs. Wintner my best regards.

Sincere” 7 yours,
2

TH



GRINNELL COLLEGE
GRINNELL. IOWA

DIVISION OF
30CIAL STUDIES August 15, 1957

Professor Norbert Wlener,

Dear Mr. Wiener:

The faculty 1s very happy that you are to be with

as in October.

The president 1s very anxious to get the alumni to

read what you and other speakers have written. To thls

end he has asked me to prepare a bibliography. Of course

I have the usual list of books. The librarian 1s checking

to insure a complete set, which are to be put on exhibit.

The Bookstore is to stock your more popular items, such as

THE HUMAN USE OF HUMAN BEINGS and EX-PREDIGY. But if your

secretary has a list of articles, I should llke very much

to receive a copy. Three years ago I took to class your

"Science, Monkeys, and Mozart." Your thesis of institutions

that take a long time to produce results fitted in neatly

#ith Part I of Whitehead's ADVENTURES OF IDEAS. Two thousand

years for a concept to the soul to get applied in anti-

slavery legislation. I sometimes face the cynles in a

pnilosophy class with Kant's ETERNAL PEACE and remark

"it's only 160-0dd years old."

Of course 1f you should happen to have an extra

copy of a journal article, that sort of thing would add

a good deal to the value of our library exhibit. The

reference librarian can put some bound journal volumes

nn exhibit.



Thank you for your great kindness.
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY~BELLEVUE MEDICAL CENTER
OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

400 EAST 34TH STREET
NEW YORK 16, N.Y. MURRAY HILL 6-1842

August 14, 1957

pr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you for your letter of August 5, 1967. I am glad
to hear that you will be able to talk rehabilitation
prob lems with our group in the fall. I know that we
shall find a time which will be satisfactory to you.
I shall contact you again in September.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

( a 

Menard M. Gertler, MeD.
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DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC,

A
75 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22

- 2

MURRAY HILL 8-5300

sugust 14, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
Me. I. T.
Cambridee 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am enclosing herewith your statement
and check for $100.70 which represents
royalties due you on I AM A MATHEMATICIAN
for the six months period erding April
30, 1958.

Sincerely yours,
A

/ "  J 61”
Margaret Kennedy
ANCHOR ROCKS

J
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DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC, MED MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22 ~ MURRAY HILL 8-5300

August 14, 1957

Professor Norbert Wiener
south Tamworth
New Hampshire

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have just returned from vacation to find your letter about the
play which has become a novel, and of course I am extremely eager
to see the manuscript, which should be ready within a week or so.
In the meantime, I read again the manuscript on invention while I
was away, and except for several instances where you don't explain
clesrly to the reader the technical problems that arise, the book
is extremely good and should, after some work, be published. Is
there any reason why it can't be done as well as the novel? In
any case, I look forward eagerly to the latter.

We had occasion this summer to spend much time with one of your
colleagues, Professor Hans Meyerhoff, who is visiting MIT in the
Philosophy Department from UCLA. He is, as I am, one of your very
great admirers and agrees that yours is the only authentic genius
he has ever encountered.

With best wishes to you and Mrs. Wiener, and with many thanks for
your kind invitation to visit you in Tamworth, which, alas, our ex-
tended stay in Wellfleet will not permit us to undertake.

Sincerely yours,

—t

J oa “Epstein
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I aa co sorry thot vour earlier leticer to mo
tent actray. In the middle 1040's I met our eon

in the Netisvel Physical Isboretory in Teddinrton,
[ thourht very hirzhly of his work which ren-rerante
An original conbination of the modern stream of
antheanticel lorie with the theory and »rectice r
control end communiention a»naratue. I hoo then
boned thet he could look forward to a lons ond
ralusble career in the field in which he had done
zo much to initizte. As to quotine my bool, I nl
be clad, but I think you ocusht to clerr 1th to
nublichere, Uourhton and Yi771lin of Rortinn, wha
201d the convricrht.

I an rorry thet I aisunderetood the cause of
tir deat” ant 17 I eon do enythire to correct ew
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